Easy dosage
The FERTIL DISPENSER™ is a unique dispenser for coated, granular and powder fertilisers that allows very accurate and fast application of extra doses of fertiliser to individual plants. The dispensing mechanism can be easily set to any dose between 2 and 25 grams.

Cost savings
The FERTIL DISPENSER™ can fertilise up to 1500 plants per hour. Productivity, speed and accuracy will increase fourfold due to the easy-to-use design of the dispenser, resulting in substantially reduced costs.

Uniform and Precise
The FERTIL DISPENSER™ significantly improves the quality and the uniformity of your crop. The highly accurate dispensing mechanism ensures precise and constant dosages, with each pot receiving exactly the same amount of fertilizer. Differences in growth between plants due to differences in quantity of fertiliser administered are a thing of the past.

Ergonomic shape
The FERTIL DISPENSER™’s ergonomic shape, light weight and ease-of-use mean that anybody can use it for extended periods of time with no training required. The FERTIL DISPENSER™ provides the operator with excellent mobility resulting in improved fertilisation quality.

Indispensable
The FERTIL DISPENSER™ is indispensable and irreplaceable for the application of solid fertilisers. The FERTIL DISPENSER™ is a proven solution for:
- Tree nurseries (open soil)
- Container plant production
- Fruit and vegetable growing
- Public green areas

Dosage: infinitely variable between 2 and 25 gram
Type of fertiliser: coated, granular and powder
Weight: empty 3.1 kg and filled ca 20 kg

Working with the FERTIL DISPENSER™ is fast, accurate and easy!

FERTIL DISPENSER™ is product by Simeoni Tecnogreen - Italy
For more information about the FERTIL DISPENSER™ please contact:

300 Creekside Drive Oberlin, OH 44074 Ph: 440-774-2981 Fax: 440-775-2104
e-mail: mikek@agrinomix.com website: www.agrinomix.com
Order form

Product: fertil dispenser

Quantity: ...... pcs

Delivery Date: . . . . . . . .

Name:

Address:

Postal Code / City:

Country:

Tel:

Fax:

E-mail:

VAT number:

Signature:

Date:
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